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Let k be an algebraically closed held of characteristic 2. Let tbe Sylow 
subgroup of the finite group G be C, x Ca . It is proved that two finite dimen- 
sional KG modules A and A’ are isomorphic if and only if dim Hom(X, A) = 
dim Hom(X, A’) for all finite dimensional KG modules XS 
It is well known that a representable functor on any category determines its 
representing object up to a unique isomorphism. The theorem of this 
although rather analogous, does not extend to ali k-additive categories. Its 
proof depends on the classification of the modular representations of 
v = c-2 x @s a 
In this paper all modules will be of finite dimension over the a~gebrai~a~~y 
closed field k of characteristic 2. The Krull-Schmidt theorem will be used 
without explicit citation. 
THEOREM 1. Let the Sylow 2-subgroup of the$nitegroup G be I/‘. Then two 
jnite dimensional KG modules A and A’ are isomorphic af and only 4 
dim Hom(X, A) = dim Hom(X, A’) 
for all KG modules X. 
THEOREM 2. In the above circumstances, A and A’ are ~~orn~rph~~ zy and 
only z. dim Hom(A, X) = dim Hom(A’, X) for a2k KG moduks X0 
Proof. Note that the “only if” parts are trivial. As the dualizing fun&or 
may be used to show that the two theorems are equivalent, it is sufficient to 
prove the “if” part of the first. This will be done with a sequence of ~emmas~ 
EMMA. 1. Theorem 1 holds in the case wken G = V~ 
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The indecomposable KV modules are conveniently classified by Conlon in 
[3]. His notation will be used. The families C,(m) are parametrized by the 
integers n 3 1 and the irreducible manic K-polynomials r. The symbol n 
is also allowed to take the value cg. The indecomposable projective is denoted 
by D. There are two other families, A, and B, , parametrised by the non- 
negative integers. These are distinct except that A, = B, , The dimension of 
Hom(1, J), where I and J are indecomposable liV modules, may be calculated 
to be as set out below, 
J= A, mn+m+1 mn+m+n+1 mn + m 2n + 1 
(m > n) 
mn + n 
Cm -c 4 
St mn+m+n+l mn $ m mn + m 2n + 1 
(m > 4 
mn+n+l 
(m Q 4 
C,(4) mn + n mn + n mn + min(m, n) 2n 
CT = 4) 
mn CT + 4) 
D 2m + 1 2m + 1 2m 4 
Assume dim Hom(X, A) = dim Hom(X, A’) for all X. 
For a fixed QT’, the function f,(m) = dim Hom(C,(n), A) is of form 
f,(m) = cm, c constant, if and only if A has no component isomorphic to 
C’,(r) for any n. Suppose now A has a component C,(V). Let a be the largest 
such n appearing, and suppose that C,( 7r occurs in A with multiplicity t. )
If a > 2, for m > a, fV(m) = cm + d, c, d constant, while f,(a - 1) = 
c(a - 1) + d - t. For a = l,f7(m) = cm + t. Hence A’ also has a summand 
C,(~T)~. The summands of A and A’ complementary to C’JW)~ satisfy the same 
hypothesis. Repetition of the argument shows that it is now sufficient to 
prove the lemma under the additional hypothesis that no C,(r) is a component 
of A or A’. 
Choose and fix an irreducible polynomial 0. Suppose now A has a com- 
ponent of type B, . Let a be the largest such n, and suppose B, has multiplicity 
t in A. Define g(m) = dim Hom(B,, , A) - dim Hom(C,(B), A), except that 
g(0) = dim Hom(B, , A) where we take the irreducible V-module to be B, . 
Then for m > a, g(m) = c, a constant. But g(u) = c + t, and so B, 
occurs with multiplicity t in A’. Repeat the argument as before to show that it 
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Is sufficient to prove the lemma under the additional hy:pothesis that A and A’ 
have no components of type B, for n = 0, 1 9 2,... V 
Suppose now that A has a component of type A, for some n > 2, let a be 
the largest such n, and suppose A, has multiplicity t in A. efine i;(m) = 
dim Hom(A, i A) - dim Hom(C,(B), A), except that 
12(O) = dim Hom(B, , A). 
Then h(m) = c, a constant, for m 2 a - 1, and ~%(a - 2) = c + t. Hence A, 
occurs with multiplicity t in A’. Repeat the argument as before to show that 
it is suf5cient to prove the lemma under the additional hypothesis that the 
components of A and A’ are of type A, or D. 
If A m AIt @ Ds, dim Hom(B, , A) = t + s, dim Hom(D, A) = 3t + 4s. 
Hence these determine t and s, completing the proof- 
LEMMA 2. Theorem 1 holds in the case when G = V x 
odd order. 
This follows from Lemma 1 and Schur’s lemma. 
h3MMA 3. Theorem 1 holds in the case when G = V ~ M is a ~o~~~~v~~~ 
semi-direct product, the quotient group H being of odd order. 
The action of H by conjugation on V cycles its three nonidentity elements 
It induces an action on the set of isomorphism types of ~ndeco~posable kV 
modules. The types A, and B, (which are characterized by their dimension 
and that of their radicals) and D are left invariant. If z = T - A, 
V’ = T--(1 -A)-r, &’ = T- 1 -h-r save that CT)’ = T- 1, (T- 1)’ =oc, 
(co)’ = T. Then C,(W), CJ7t.l) and Cn(7r”) are cycled except that, if w + i 
is a cube root of unity, C,( T - UJ) and C,(T - ~a) are left invariant. 
Let I& be the subgroup of H with index 3 consisting of those elements that 
centralize V. Some indecomposable KG modules are obtained by inducing the 
representation C,(r) @ M of T = V. I& = V X Sr, to G, where C*(r) 
~ not invariant and M is a uniquely determined indecomposable kHO module. 
ere Cn(?r’) @ M and CJrr”) @ M in d uce to an isomorphic indecomposable 
whose restriction is the direct sum of the three. The remaining indecom- 
posable KG modules can be obtained from the spaces E @ iV, where E is an 
invariant indecomposable kV module and 114 is an indecomposable Kp% 
module. This follows from the Mackey subgroup theorem or from a direct 
argument. 
If Y is a kF module, its induced kG module will be written YG. The 
restriction of the KG module A will be written A, s There is an adjointness 
~e~a~io~shi~, 
dim Horn&Y, A,) = dim Hom,,(Yo, A). 
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Lemma 2 now shows that Ar and AT’ are isomorphic. Hence indecomposable 
KG modules of the first kind occur in A and A’ with the same multiplicity. 
As before, it is now sufficient to prove the lemma under the additional 
hypothesis that the components of A and A’ are all of the second kind. The 
statement and proof of Lemma 1 remain valid if the KY modules concerned, 
including the variable “X,” are restricted to have invariant components. 
This argument, coupled with an application of Schur’s lemma to the “M” 
factors, now completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let Q be a 2-subgroup of G and R its normalizer. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the set (n/r> of indecomposable kG modules 
with vertex Q and the set (W> of indecomposable kR modules with vertex Q. If M 
corresponds to W then M is a direct summand of the module induced from W and 
W is a direct summand qf the restriction of M. In both cases the other components 
have smaller vertices. 
This correspondence is due to Green [4]. The formulation is that of [6]. 
LEMMA 5. Let El,..., Et be a complete set of nonisomorphic projective 
indecomposable kG modules. Then the determinant of the Cartan matrix 
[dim Hom(Ei, a)] is a power of 2. 
This is a standard result. 
Theorem 1 will now be established in full generality. Let R be the normalizer 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup V. Then the adjointness used in the proof of Lemma 3, 
together with Lemma 2 or Lemma 3 invoked for R, show that the restrictions 
of A and A’ to R are isomorphic. Hence, by Lemma 4, any indecomposable 
kG module with vertex V occurs with equal multiplicities in the decom- 
positions of A and A’. As before, it is now sufficient to prove Theorem 1 under 
the additional hypothesis that each component of A or A’ has a 2-element 
vertex or is projective. 
Now let Q be any 2-element subgroup of G. Change the notation so that R 
is its normalizer. R must be of the form Q x S for some subgroup S. Let 1 be 
an indecomposable kR module whose vertex is a 2-element subgroup Q’ # Q. 
To show that I occurs with equal multiplicities in the decompositions of A, 
and AR’, it suffices to use the adjointness and consider their restrictions to the 
normalizer in R of Q’. Lemma 2 now may be used to show that A, M J @ B, 
AR’ w J @ B’, where the components of the kR modules B, B’ have vertex Q 
or are projective. These components must be obtainable as the tensor product 
of an indecomposable Q-module and an indecomposable projective S-module. 
Lemma 5 invoked for S shows that B w B’. Hence A, M A,‘. Hence, 
by Lemma 4, the indecomposable KG modules with vertex Q occur with 
equal multiplicities in the decompositions of A and A’. As before, it is now 
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sufficient to prove Theorem 1 under the additional hypothesis that each 
component of A or A’ is projective. The result now folio-ws from mma 5. 
Remark 1. The algebraic closure of k is not essential to the above proof. 
The classification theorem for RV modules is given in [3] for arbitrary .zE. 
However the special case is rather easier to presenti. 
Remad 2. This and other allied representation problems have been 
extensively studied in recent years by Heller and Reiner [5], Butler [2], 
Brenner [I] and others. The category of finite dimensional FZV modules is 
equivalent to that of quadruples consisting of two fin&e dimensional vector 
spaces Y, Z and two linear mappings 01, /3: Y + 2. This category can 
embedded in the additive category V4 whose objects consist of a vector spat 
with four distinguished subspaces s’, S2, S”, S4. (Let P = Y @ Z, si = Y, 
S2 = Z, S3 be the graph of 01, and s4 be the graph of !S.) The same theorem 
holds for +Z4. 
Rewlark 3. It is well known that a finite group G has only finitely many 
nonisomorphic indecomposable representations over a field of characteristic p 
if and only if its Sylow p-subgroups are cyclic [6J. (More generally, one may 
consider representations in a given block.) The authors will publish separately 
the analogs of the theorems in this case. 
Remark 4. Apart from the cases mentioned above (except possibly for 
characteristic 2 representations of groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups have 
maximal abelian quotient V), the results of [I] indicate that workable 
classification theorems for the indecomposable representations are unlikely to 
exist. So, although the analog of the theorems may be conjectured for any 
finite dimensional associative algebra over any field, this proof is unlikely to 
generalize. 
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